Little Fish river was O.K. He told me the burnt-out
bridge had been rebuilt and the road was open.
So, imagine my dismay when soon after crossing
the bridge our turn off was blocked by a ‘road
closed’ sign 7kms short of the start of the walk. My
first thought was Oh No, not another TURNER
TURN AROUND WALK.

NEWSLETTER
June 2018

Walking the Great Western Tiers
Tasmania
January 2018
Activity Organisers: Judy and Anne Turner
Participants: Leonie Grimshaw, Becky Rae,
Leanne Baird, Clare Wang
We all flew to Launceston on the same plane,
picked up our car and drove to Deloraine. Shopped
for supplies then checked into our cottages which
were pleasantly set in rural surroundings and
overlooking a small lake. These were to be our
base on and off for the next week. We wined and
dined out on the balcony enjoying the long daylight
hours.
Day 2. Day walk up the beautiful Little Fisher river
and a climb to Turrana Bluff. It’s a favourite walk I
did many years ago. I had checked it out with a
ranger by phone to make sure the road into the
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Three of us on this walk were participants on
another Tasmanian walk Anne and I led, when on
three occasions we were TURNED BACK:
FIRST, in Mt. Field N.P. we woke to find 40
centimetres of snow had fallen during the night and
on venturing out on to Newdegate Pass a near
whiteout. We sheltered in a hut for the night and
WALKED OUT next day.
NEXT, our 3 day walk into Lake Rhona, was halted
by the Gordon River in full flood and impossible to
cross. We TURNED AROUND again.
THEN with good weather at last and on our second
day of the Mt. Ann circuit Will strained his ankle
badly. We had to TURN AROUND again.
With memories of this the others ragged us
unmercifully. While Anne and I were recovering
from this situation Becky was into the maps; bless
her, and found another day walk not too far away to
Blue Peaks. This turned out to be really good
amongst high open country dotted with small lakes
and great mountain views.
At the end of the day we returned to our cottage at
Deloraine, dinner at the pub then back to do final
packing for our four day walk.
Day 3. Drove to the end of the Mersey Forest Road,
hoisted our packs and set off on the Moses Creek
track into Grail Falls. First through some very
beautiful Myrtle forest then some steep climbing for
a few kilometres followed by a steep downhill to
Grail Falls where we arrived in time for lunch. We
were sitting at "lunch rock" below the falls when we
met Di and David Seeton, members of the
Launceston Bushwalking Club and they knew the
area very well. We discussed our plans with them
including the walk out on the last day on the Lake
Myrtle track. This track reached the road 6
kilometres N/E of where the car was parked
meaning a dreary road walk at the end. They told
us of a new track which went from the northern end
of Lake Myrtle back roughly along Jackson Creek
to the car park and how to find the beginning of it.
This turned out to be very fortunate in more ways
than one.
Day 4. Carrying just day packs we set off to climb
Cathedral Mountain. The elevation at our camp was
1046 metres and Cathedral summit 1387 metres so
we didn't have a big climb to do. We climbed to the
top of Grail Falls and then made rather slow
progress through scrub above the river. We
earmarked a lovely pool for a swim on our return.
Out in more open terrain we headed for tent tarn.
This is an off track walk but there were some cairns

which one is drawn to follow and we probably
would have made quicker progress if we had just
kept to our planned route. Still it was all very
beautiful dotted with pencil pines and small lakes.
Had lunch on a knoll with 360 degree views and
then continued on to the summit. Wow, the sheer
700 metre drop from the summit to the valley below
is awe inspiring. We could see all the mountains on
the overland track in close focus, and beyond,
range after range to the West and South it was
such a clear day. We made better time on our
return and enjoyed our dip in the river before
returning to camp.

Day 5. Packed up and had a beautiful walk beside
the river which runs from Grail Falls into Cloister
Lagoon and continued beside the Lagoon then
overland to the northern end of Junction lake.
Dropped our packs at the lovely camp site beside
the lake and headed for the little hut on the river for
a swim. The sun was shining, the water was crystal
clear, a great way to relax after our walk. Set up
camp and Leonie, Becky and I sat up on top of a
big rock and had a game of scrabble. Becky won!
We still had lots of time to cook and eat, laugh and
chat till the sun eventually set at 9pm. One thing we
laughed over was earlier on the walk Becky said to
me I can't find my shirt but I think Clare has it on but
I don't like to ask her, so I did. Clare said oh I
thought it was mine but I was surprised to find a
zippered pocket I never knew I had before. They
were a very similar colour and it was Becky’s. Later
Becky who had a new hat similar to Clare's had put
Clare's on by mistake so they were even.
Day 6. Woke to another lovely day. Packed for the
walk out. Left the lake and walked through open
forest till we arrived at Lake Meston shore and
came to the Locked hut belonging to fishermen set
among lovely pencil pines. Not locked today and
inside was very cosy. Two pairs of huge waders for
fishing were beside the door. Half way up the lake
we left the Junction Lake track which goes on into
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the Walls of Jerusalem for the Lake Myrtle track.
We started the climb over the saddle of Mt.
Rogoona which is a very pretty track with large
areas of lime green sphagnum moss, bright red
mountain berries and alpine flowers. With the
summit of Mt. Rogoona towering above we felt
spots of rain and the weather started to close in. As
we approached Lake Myrtle we saw areas of dead
white trunks of pencil pines and gums burnt in the
1982 fires. Luckily the beautiful campsite on the
lake had been spared. Had lunch there and despite
the showers Leonie and Becky went for a swim.
Then following David's instructions, we skirted the
top of the lake, crossed a small creek and found the
beginning of the track. In full rain gear now, we
were glad to have this alternative to our original
plan which would have taken us out across blizzard
plain, not pleasant in the rain I expect. The track
traversed through pleasant forest until we again ran
into the effects of the 1982 fires, devastating here.
What had once been towering Eucalypts and Myrtle
forest were now just dead trees with an understory
of regenerated ferns. The track just seemed to go
on and on, very steep in parts but eventually we
emerged on to the road. Changed into dry clothes
and drove back to our cottages in Deloraine and
sunshine. Big shop for food, showers and relaxed
with pre-dinner drinks and preparation of our
evening feast.
Day 7. Leonie's birthday. Becky had bought
balloons which were secretly blown up the night
before and decorating the room when she emerged
in the morning. The planned short walk to Liffey
Falls was abandoned as we all felt like a lazy day in
Deloraine. Lovely little town. From everywhere
there are views of mountains, hills and green farms.
We visited the several good galleries. Viewed the
3D textile tapestry at the visitor’s centre which is a
magnificent art work in silk made by the Deloraine
community consisting of four huge panels showing
the Meander Valley through four seasons. Had a
long lazy delicious lunch and a walk beside the
lovely Meander River before returning to the
cottage for happy hour and birthday celebrations.
Day 8. Drove to Launceston. All had morning tea at
my sister’s house before departing. Becky, Clare
and Leonie to airport. Leanne met up with Greg to
go touring. Anne and I staying in Launceston.
Thanks to all for making it such a great week.

By Judy Turner
****************
Have you changed address?
If your membership details have changed this year,
please let the club know by sending an email to
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au
Website:
Email:

www.sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.a

trees, a clean toilet and a tank full of fresh water
without too many wriggling things inside it.
A relaxing evening with a good fire and the
company of a couple of friendly sisters from
Newcastle and then a good evening’s rest,
although some members of the party were
disturbed by the sound of a large, healthy wombat
munching away near their tents.

DUBBO GULLY WALK
30th to 31st March 2018
Activity Organiser: Gina Holloway
Participants: Lesley Salzmann, Paul Trudgeon,
Clare Wang, Najeeb Syed, Jennifer Whaite
The Dubbo Gully walk, despite its name, is actually
in the Mangrove Mountain area. It was put in the
programme as a beginners’ pack walk and would
have been an excellent introduction for someone
wanting to try out overnight hiking. The countryside
was surprisingly green and lush, and the walk
started on a made road going downhill through
dense forest that shaded the road beautifully.
This walk follows, in part, the old Great North Road
and there are a number of historic sites along it.
We stopped for morning tea at one of the most
interesting ones – the St Thomas Church of
England Cemetery. There were some very
elaborate old tombstones and those whose lettering
was too worn to read had metal plates attached
showing what the original inscriptions were. Unlike
most old graveyards this one had only a few young
people buried there and a large number of graves
of people who had lived well into their 80s or 90s.
Obviously, the area was a very healthy place to
live.
Further on we came to “Fairview” – an old
farmstead. “Fairview” was inhabited until the
occupants were driven out by a bushfire in 2002,
but it is now totally decrepit, though a local group is
trying to restore it. There were plenty of other signs
of previous human activity – old orange trees, stone
walls and culverts, and many marks of pick axes
and jumper bars.
We found a pleasant spot to stop for lunch, then
continued on to the campsite. It was a great relief
to get there. While the walk had been easy, the
temperature had climbed into the thirties and we
were all feeling the heat. The campsite itself was
almost luxurious – a large, grassy area with plenty
of level ground, a fire circle well away from any
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The next day started with an accidental walk to a
Buddhist retreat. (In other words, we took the wrong
path, but it only added a couple of kilometres to our
walk.) Back on the right track we soon came to the
remains of Clare’s Bridge – the largest and most
ambitious bridge on the Great North Road and the
second oldest bridge in NSW. Even though the
decking has long gone it is still an impressive
sandstone structure.
Although the weather was not as hot as the
previous day it was still very humid with more uphill
walking, so we didn’t bother stopping for lunch but
pushed on heading for the Mangrove Mountain café
and a cold drink. Sadly, the café was closed, so we
ended up arriving home at a very civilised hour, all
agreeing it was an excellent way to start the Easter
holidays.

By Jennifer Whaite
****************
Kiama Coastal Walk – Sunday 25 February 2018

Back before the long dry spell …….

18 walkers signed up for this walk….scheduled back
in December when a hot summer was forecast. On
the day, 16 starters turned up and signed in – Jill
Veage, Kath Jospe, Cathy Chitty, Leana Knight,
Melissa Peel, Jennifer Whaite, Robert Gallant,
Steven Kenna, Aidan Basnett, Jenny Polonetskii,
Dhana Giardina, Louise Ryan, Halina Kraski,
Warren Mizon and Barry Mann, all to be led by
Irene Mann.
It was important to note the dedication and
determination all these people showed - Kiama had
over 50mm of rain up to midday, and despite
waiting patiently for the weather to lift….it didn’t. Two
went home, two went for a trip up to the Southern
Highlands, three went to Berry, leaving nine of us to
retire to a local coffee shop for a social coffee and
chat.
Kiama walks must be jinxed….the walk we had
scheduled for 18 November last year also was
called off due to the rainy weather. There has not
been much rain between these two dates…..we will
try again soon.

By Irene Mann

****************

As previous walkers on the South Coast Track it
was very interesting to be able to pick out the
landmarks like the Ironbound Ranges and Cox
Bight from the sea perspective

KAYAKING PORT DAVEY/BATHURST
HARBOUR,
South-West TASMANIA
MARCH 8 - 16 2018
Participants: Anne and John Croker
After a trip to this area with Roaring 40s Kayaking
in 2017, which was limited by the inexperience of
some other group members, Anne and I were keen
to go back and see the areas we had missed. On
this occasion we chose to travel by sea from
Kettering (just south of Hobart) to Port Davey with
Morrie Wolf on La Golondrina, a fishing trawler with
a sideline in transport of kayaks and
kayakers. There were 2 other groups of kayakers,
mostly Tasmanian natives, on the boat trip, making
a total complement of 9 passengers.
The sea voyages, exposed to the full force of the
Southern Ocean, had been our main cause for
concern in choosing the sea route, and our
concerns turned out to be justified as we
discovered that we are really not very good
sailors. However, La Golondrina, the crew and the
other passengers took it all in their stride. The
coastal scenery, especially with the sun on it during
the trip out was quite spectacular, with great views
of the 3 southern capes of Tasmania and the
offshore islands, including the infamously windy
Maatsuyker Island.

We had 2 very nice days at Port Davey and had a
good look at the islands and bays at the entrance to
the port. The weather then deteriorated, with
strong winds and rain forecast for the rest of the
week, so we then explored the more sheltered
waters inland. We paddled inland to Farrell Point,
where we finished last time, and then spent time in
Joe Page Bay, Spring River and Horseshoe
Inlet. We then went back to Bramble Cove for a
couple of days, climbing Mt Milner for great views
over the Port Davey entrance, before returning to
Schooner Cove for pick up.
All in all, it was a good trip, although it would
probably be more enjoyable for those who have
tried and proven sea legs.

By John Croker
****************

Harbourside Walk
Wed 11 April with new Leader
Activity Organiser: Tony Oscuro
Participants: Greg, Josephine, Roy, Vanessa
Tony took the big step to organise a walk from
Circular Quay to Cremorne, crossing the Harbour
Bridge, but first coffee at Milsons Pt to settle the
nerves (he said).
Tony pre-tested the route, had a plan including a
swim at MacCallum’s pool, toilet stops worked out
and a wish for good weather. So much to think
about! Well, all but the swim went to plan.
Unfortunately, the pool was being cleaned but the
view above for morning tea near the lighthouse was
perfect with a sea breeze. It is a brave thing to do a
first lead when new in the Club, but once taken
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things become easier. Roy was Tony's support
having walked this area before "except" Roy's
mentoring was "there is always a bit more to go",
therefore we did go a bit further on but it was nice.
We finished with a ferry back across our great
harbour.
Well done Tony…. look forward to another walk from
you.

By Vanessa Hicks
****************
Over the past months our Club has had two work
days clearing the Uloola Track. In March we had 13
members walk in from Audley to clear a section in
the middle of the track. April saw 16 members drive
in to Uloola Falls to work on the western end and
get us to within 850 metres of completing our task.
As well as doing a 'good deed' for the Park we all
love, participants get to enjoy all the usual benefits
of a Club outing - great scenery, bush, fresh air & of
course a good gossip! Sometimes we see
something a bit special as we work; Aboriginal
engravings, historic track markers or a tree with
that extra special bark colour.
Track workers – Uloola Track

Adopt A Track Project
Sutherland Bushwalkers has undertaken, with
NPWS agreement, to clear the 5 km of the Uloola
Track in the Royal NP, between Uloola Falls and
Audley.
Our object is to cut back overhanging vegetation
and clear obstructions, to ensure the track remains
open and to simplify navigation.

'Adopt A Track' is quite a satisfying activity that
needs no particular qualifications, just a bit of
enthusiasm. If you would like to join us you would
be most welcome. There is always a job that needs
doing, from wielding a bush saw to trimming
grasses with secateurs - both equally satisfying and
both just as important to getting the track cleared.
Our next Adopt a Track Project half day is on
Monday 4 June 2018 - come along for a different
walk in the Park.

This is all being done with hand tools, secateurs,
loppers, bush-saws and grass-shears.
Coupled with energetic and enthusiastic member
participation we have been very successful. So far,
we have cleared over 4 km of the track.
Members of Sutherland Bushwalkers have now
contributed a combined 720 work hours to the
Project, a truly fantastic effort of which we should
all be proud.
The Burgh Track that we cleared previously, still
remains in good condition.

By Tony Larkin
****************
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Boundary walk - Bald Rock NP

Member Alan Webb has contributed some track
notes for a walk to the Sutherland Shire from this
1906 publication.
‘With Swag & Billy’ was probably Australia’s earliest
bushwalking manual and guidebook.
These track notes from the book were by H. J.
Tompkins (Dept of Public Health. Member
Warragamba Walking Club)
HURSTVILLE TO SUTHERLAND
via Tom Ugly's Point, Cronulla Beach and Port
Hacking
Distance: about 20 miles
Fare: National Park return 1st class: 1s 6d, 2nd class 1s
The 8.10 am from Redfern is a very suitable train,
whether week-day or Sunday. Ask for National Park
return and alight at Hurstville and proceed to Tom
Ugly's Point punt. It would be a waste of space to
give direction concerning a road such as this as
fingerboards are stationed at all important points.
Go to Cronulla first then to Port Hacking--Burraneer
Bay wharf and finally to Sutherland. The roads
throughout are well made and maintained in good
condition; too good in fact for walking, as the track
is a favourite one with cyclists, and with everyone
who owns or can hire a trap.
For a considerable distance you pass through the
fine country known as the Holt Sutherland Estate.
Apart entirely from the attraction it offers to
fishermen, it is doubtful if any more picturesque and
altogether delightful spot exists--I had nearly written
"on earth"--than Port Hacking and its attendant
bays--Burraneer, Gunnamatta, Ewey, &c.
The 5.33 pm on Saturday, or the 5.23 pm on
Sunday from Sutherland will land you at Redfern at
a convenient hour.
****************
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Tenterfield & Glen Innes National Parks part 1
30 April to 14 May 2018
Organisers: Irene and Barry Mann
Participants: Lexia Duncan, Ken Woolley, Pete
Guest, Faye Walker, Keith Heyes, Mary & Brendan
Moffatt, Margaret Dooley, Roy & Lynne Smith,
Lesley Salzmann, Paul Trudgeon, Anne Jospe, and
Peter Jones
Travel to Tenterfield was by various means. Some
drove via Nundle, some via Tamworth, and others
via the coast Port Macquarie and Ballina. We had
planned 6 nights in Tenterfield and 5 in Glen Innes.
The weather for the whole 2 weeks was cool and
dry – absolutely fabulous for walking, even the last 2
days when the “Antarctic blast” arrived whist we
were in Glen Innes, and the temperature ranged
from minus 1 degree to a maximum of 12.
First, we went to Bald Rock NP and did the classic
walk to the top of Bald Rock – 6.4km return, or
4.8km via the “rock face” route – a short steeper
path down the granite. Five of us elected to try this
on the way down. The view from the top is
spectacular and well worth the effort. On the way
back to Tenterfield we detoured into Basket Swamp
NP to view the falls. This is a 12km drive along
single width dirt roads, the last 1km of which is
definitely high clearance 4WD only - we had
selected the cars for this trip accordingly. When at
the falls, it is a steep 100m walk down to the base
and an easy walk around the top. All agreed this
4WD drive venture was a great experience, as
there was a fair amount of water draining from the
swamp making the falls picturesque.
Next day was a trip to Girraween NP in Queensland
to reach Mt Norman from the southern approach, a
seemingly simple task, 2km each way, and some
200m up/down. Mt Norman is the highest peak in

the area and the “eye of the needle” feature
impressed us all – a giant gaping hole amongst the
huge granite monoliths adorning the peak. Parts of
this “track” were steeper than the “rock face” route
at Bald Rock. Unfortunately, Brendan had a mishap
on the way down this steep granite – twisting an
ankle, and shredding skin on arms and legs due to
the sharp granite. Fortunately, he managed to walk
out under his own steam for a visit to Tenterfield
hospital to get appropriately cleaned up and
wounds dressed. He had bandages everywhere
when we saw him next back at the caravan park.
The rest of us visited the railway museum at
Wallangarra, straddling the NSW/Queensland
border. The eastern side has NSW standard gauge
rails, whilst the western side has Queensland
narrow gauge. In times past, this was a possible
route from Sydney to Brisbane.
Then it was back to Bald Rock NP to do the Border
Walk, 14km along the Queensland/NSW border, an
undulating walk, the goal being to climb to a
viewing point for again spectacular views of the
surrounding granite capped mountains. The
previous days up/down hill walks took their toll, and
several of the group (the writer included) felt their
leg muscles on this day. We pondered why this
section of the border was so curvy – the answer
from Dr Google was that the border was
determined such that waters draining into the
Tweed, Clarence and Richmond Rivers were in
NSW, and those draining into the Logan and
Brisbane were in Queensland. So, the border track
loosely follows a ridge line.

Clarence, through Legume then Liston, visiting
Undercliff Falls and finally back to
Tenterfield…phew. The country scenery was
beautiful and peaceful…and gave our legs a chance
to recover. We even saw Mt Warning in the
distance…. maybe next year.
Our final walk in the Tenterfield area was the River
Walk in Boonoo Boonoo NP. We first explored
Morgans Gully, an old gold mining area with
evidence of sluicing for gold. We did a car drop off
at the end, so we only had to walk 6.5km down the
River Walk. Bird life was in abundance, and the
scenery was totally different to our previous walks.
The finale is Boonoo Boonoo Falls, which drops
some 200m to a valley which ultimately joins the
Clarence. Brendan had a return visit to Tenterfield
Hospital, with a decision taken to put his sprained
leg in plaster as a precautionary measure! To
celebrate our final night in Tenterfield, we had a
meal at the Commercial Boutique Hotel, and were
the only occupants of a dining room with a lovely,
warm, open fire.
(Look out for part 2 of the trip in the next newsletter)

By Barry Mann

COMMITTEE
ROOM SNIPPETS
President’s Report
Moving on in the year and how quickly it goes by.
Pleasing to see some new members which appear
to be “friends of” or “word of mouth” as reference.
We welcome all new members and hope you enjoy
the upcoming events.

On the way down, Bald Rock

We had a day off from walking the next day, with a
tourist drive of some 280km, taking us down the
Bruxner Hwy, then across a backroad to an old
wooden bridge over the Clarence River, through
Old Bonalbo, visiting Bean Creek Falls, through
Urbenville, visiting Toolum Falls on the upper
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The committee is busy as usual managing Club
business, with the annual Insurance submitted to
Bushwalking Aust so our cover can be continued,
upgrades to our website ongoing, new ideas talked
about and all this in between trips away. The
Program team are far and wide but with additional
help the next publication goes to press. Thank you
all for your efforts I know it has been a big task.
Winter is here and cooler days sometime make for
very pleasant outings. Look at the program and tag
along, there is always something interesting to see
or do. Enjoy this newsletter and the new program.

Vanessa Hicks

Up the Red Track – Bungonia

Bungonia Gorge

Calna Creek, Ku-Ring-Gai

Calna Creek area, Ku-Ring-Gai

Figure 8 Pools, Royal NP

Harbour walk
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